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1)
Richard's Beck publication can easily be classified into three categories (Figure 1). He
published thrice in the mid-1990's on the geologic history of the Himilayas. The corresponding
word clouds contain reflect this through their abundance of geologic terms, and there is little
mention of specific tools or software. In 2003 he published a very different article. He combined
his regional knowledge with the post-9/11 climate to author a decidedly partisan article. His final
article in 2007 is an enormous team effort to set up a global, integrated sensor system and
focuses mostly on specific tools. The word clouds do not suggest that Beck changed his interests
but instead reflect his rejection of a more erudite lifestyle in favor of that of a practically minded
professional.
My adviser's word clouds mostly look the same (Figure 2). Having read all of these, the
similarity of the word clouds is striking because each article, while certainly being about the
same subject, have distinct objectives, scope, and theory. If I did not know Dunning personally it
would seem from this exercise that he has problems with tunnel vision. This exposes
shortcomings of ignoring many nuances within human language. Without knowledge of Maya
archaeologists, one might think the Maya had some great beaches, when in fact Tim Beach has
been a long time friend and colleague of his, hence the citations. Dunning did interview at a
position at Harvard Anthropology. Although he choose to focus on geoarchaeology he is very
comfortable discussing ancient culture, as seen in his 2015 chapter coauthored by Weaver.
Wendy Eisner's world cloud reflects her changing interests through time (Figure 3). At
first she very narrowly focuses on paleoecological work via pollen analysis. However, she fell in
love with the indigenous Alaskan and began to study their perceptions on climate change. This
project later involved a web GIS tool to share their knowledge with even more people.
Honxing Liu's word clouds accurately reflect his broad interest and ability with remote
sensing earth's surface from above (Figure 4). He is comfortable publishing on specific sensors
(“lidar”, “landsat”, and “sar”), geomorphology (“erosion”, “shorleine”, and “deposition”), and
statistics (“cokriging” and “regression”). These articles are all very recent and it is difficult to see
if his interests have changed over time.
Kim's papers all clearly regard human movement through cities(Figure 5). GIS and
mathematical terms are also present, which reflects Kim's familiarity with these techniques. I
have not read these articles, but the word clouds suggest that his interests have limited scope.
However, he could also have many hidden interests similarly to Dunning.
Lin Liu's word clouds at first seem very similar to Kim's, however there are in fact many
differences (Figure 6). The two professors both study urban geography; however, their favorite
analytical methods diverge. Kim prefers to use fuzzy set algorithms and multilevel models. Lin,
on the other hand, prefers simulation more similarly to myself. Lin Liu also dabbles in more
environmental applications and remote sensing, exhibiting large sized terms such as “species”,
“mangrove”, “landsat”, and “water”.
This word clouds show no change in the research interests of Tomasz Stepinski (Figure
7). However, this is probably due to the limited temporal depth of these five most recent articles.
This shallow depth exists because Stepinski publishes more than the other researchers at UC
Geography. Additionally, each of these five articles feature a different center word, showcasing
the versatility of this researcher. There is however this trend of words about generalizing patterns

of land cover or topography.
Professor Tong, similar to Professors Eisener and (spoiler) Stepinski, exhibits changing
research interests through time (Figure 8). Near the turn of the millennium she focused on
researching lead and its harmful effects on schools and households. “Lead” appears as the centermost word in each of these articles with varying degrees of competition from other terms. This
sample of publications suggest that she has taken up more traditional environmental projects in
recent times.
2)
When all of his abstracts are combined, Beck's word cloud unsurprisingly reflects his
three highly related articles and not the anomolies (Figure 9). With the exception of “routing”
and “networks”, all of these are geological terms. Dunning's combined word cloud looks just the
those of his 4 articles about Maya geoarchaeology. Wendy Eisner's abstract word cloud, as with
Beck, reflects her three more associated articles, which deal with paleocology. “Vegetation”,
“record”, and “change” all score highly here. Honxing Liu's diverse interests are intuitively
united by the term “data”, which is interesting because this term only made the top two color
categories on only one of his individual papers. Kim's abstract word cloud also reflects his
relatively homogenous individual word clouds (Figure 10). The exception here is that “fuzzy”
and “multilevel” are relatively abundant, which results from the duty for researchers to describe
their analytical method of choice in their abstract. Lin Liu's abstract word cloud is a motley mess
of terms spanning more diverse topics than any other researcher here. Stepinski's three biggest
words are “local”, “patterns”, and “similarity”, which effectively describes his recent pursuits.
Tong's abstract word cloud exhibits an even mix of terms from her two types of articles:
environmental pollution and lead poisening.
3)
I cannot say exactly where Tomasz Stepinski starts researching in 1980 because I am
unfamiliar with many of these terms (Figure 11). Astrophyics seems like an appropriate blanket
term considering its appearance as two elements of this word cloud. The 1990's bring more of the
same, again featuring terms like “disk”, “magnetic”, and 'field”. However, abundant words such
as “evolution”, “model”, and “parameters” are completely new here, perhaps suggesting a
theoretical shift in his approach to astrophysics. It is very clear that in the 2000's, Stepinski shifts
his focus to automatic feature detection in remotely sensed images of planetary objects, most
notably “mars”. Astrophysical terms have now been entirely erased by the lingo of machine
learning and terrain analysis. Finally, the word cloud for his 5 most recent abstracts (in my
sample) lack any mention of the extraterrestrial cosmos, as Tom is now analyzing “landscapes”
and “land” “cover” on Earth, although the terms in this figure do not suggest it.
R Code

### NOTES ###
#
#
#
#
#

Because not all pdf's were OCR'ed, I simply scanned all of
them to text files using ABBYY FineReader v11. Once all of
the individual word cloud images were created, I used the
Feh command line image view to create larger montages with
each thumbnail titled according to its source .jpg.

### INITIALIZE GENERAL TOOLS ###
library(wordcloud)
library(tm)
setwd('~/workspace/proj6')
# Loads a list containing common stop words, author names, and
# common journal term (e.g. figure, conclusion, etc.)
stop <- readLines('stop.txt')
#
#
#
#

Defines a function that translates a text file of an article's
contents to a vector of useful terms. Everything is made
lower case, punctuation, digits, stop words, and terms with
less than three characters are deleted.

read.stuff <- function(file) {
text <- scan(file, character(0), quote = NULL)
text <- tolower(text)
text <- gsub('[[:punct:]]', '', text)
text <- gsub('[[:digit:]]', '', text)
text <- text[! text %in% stop]
text <- text[text!='']
text <- text[nchar(text)>2]
return(text)
}

### QUESTION 1 ###
# Opens folder containing .txt files of each article's text
setwd('~/workspace/proj6/part1in')
# Iterates through each article, scanning its text to a string
vector
files <- list.files()
for (file in files) {
setwd('~/workspace/proj6/part1in')

text <- read.stuff(file)
# Saves word cloud as a .jpg. Words appearing in cloud have at
least
# three appearances in the text. There can be a maximum of 70
terms in a
# cloud.
pic.name <- sub('.txt', '.jpg', file)
setwd('~/workspace/proj6/part1out')
jpeg(pic.name)
wordcloud(text, scale=c(5,1), max.words=70, random.order=FALSE,
rot.per=0.35, use.r.layout=TRUE, colors=brewer.pal(8,
'Dark2'))
dev.off()
}

### QUESTION 2 ###
# Defines and navigates to a root folder that contains a folder
for each
# professor.
root <- '~/workspace/proj6/part2in/'
setwd(root)
# Iterates through each of these folders, creates one large string
vector
# for all 5 of the articles, and then creates a word cloud using
the same
# settings used in part 1.
folders <- list.files()
for (folder in folders) {
setwd(paste(root, folder, sep=''))
files <- list.files()
words <- ''
for (file in files) {
text <- read.stuff(file)
words <- append(words, text)

}
pic.name <- paste(folder,'.jpg', sep='')
setwd('~/workspace/proj6/part2out')
jpeg(pic.name)
wordcloud(words, scale=c(5,1), max.words=70, random.order=FALSE,
rot.per=0.35, use.r.layout=TRUE, colors=brewer.pal(8,
'Dark2'))
dev.off()
}
### QUESTION 3 ###
# Defines and navigates to a root folder that contains a folder
for each
# decade of Stepinski publication.
root <- '~/workspace/proj6/part3in/'
setwd(root)
# Does exactly the same thing as the code for question two, except
that
# termns are combined according to publication decade instead of
by author.
folders <- list.files()
for (folder in folders) {
setwd(paste(root, folder, sep=''))
files <- list.files()
words <- ''
for (file in files) {
text <- read.stuff(file)
words <- append(words, text)
}
pic.name <- paste(folder,'.jpg', sep='')
setwd('~/workspace/proj6/part3out')
jpeg(pic.name)
wordcloud(words, scale=c(5,1), max.words=70, random.order=FALSE,
rot.per=0.35, use.r.layout=TRUE, colors=brewer.pal(8,
'Dark2'))
dev.off()
}
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